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Supply Chain Management and Incoming Inspection
Is it necessary to inspect everything?
ISO requires that you have a valid process for determining that the parts, raw materials and
services that go into making your product are good. It does not require that you inspect
everything.
Receiving inspection should provide a feedback loop to the purchasing process, allowing you
to put the proper controls in place to ensure that suppliers provide you with quality products and
services. When you establish quality criteria for supplier selection, you also establish relevant
inspection and test criteria.

Work Smarter

Use ASI DATAMYTE's ►QDA to audit suppliers by applying comprehensive incoming
inspection routines and dynamic sampling that culminates in detailed supplier assessment and
grading. Identify who your trusted "certified suppliers" are and give them a fast track, receiving
their products directly into stock. This allows you to concentrate your inspection resources on
at-risk incoming supplies. This is far more efficient than always applying all resources to all
deliveries.

Tie Complaints to Supplier Grading

The ASI DATAMYTE Supply Chain Management solution traces complaints to supply issues. A
single complaint can be associated with several products and defects. By integrating Supply
Chain Management with the ASI DATAMYTE Complaint Management Solution, a full range of
investigative, CIP, root cause analysis, tracking data, documentation and complaint-related
costs can be pulled in for consideration when evaluating suppliers and their inputs.

Reporting

The ►QDA report structure provides a common meeting point for all the data, forms, regulatory
guidelines and other information. This includes support for 8D report generation and methods.
Graphical data are imported to clearly illustrate the nature of defects. Relationships between
interdependent issues, standards and processes are presented clearly, making it easy for the
user to track and analyze new developments.
These are just a few of the ways ASI DATAMYTE's Supply Chain Management and Complaint
Management Solutions can put you in control. Contacts us today to find out more.

